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B.TECH @NGINEERING CIIEMISTRY)

.

Section A will be One Compulsory question (consisting of short answer type

questions tl(a)-(i)l covering whole syllabus. There will be no choice in this question'

It will be of20 marks comprising of 10 questions of2 marks each'

Section B will be comprising of four questions t2-51 (two from chapter I and one

each from chapter 2 and 3) carrying 8 rnarks each.

Section C will be comprising of four questions [6-9] (one each from chapter 4' 5' 6

and 7) carrying 8 marks each.

Students will have to attempt a total offive questions from Section B & C, attempting

at least two questions from each of section B & C.

l.



ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY
Model Ouestion Paner

Tirne: 3 Hours
I nstructions to Candidates:

I . Section A is compulsory (Each carries 2 marks).

2. Section B & C have FOUR Questions each.

J. Attempt FIVE questions from Sections B & C attempting at least two from each section.

(Each carries 8 marks).

Section-A

Max Marks:60

t2l
t21

I2l
t2l
I2l
t2l
I2l
I2l

I4l
12)

I2l
l-D box. Also t8l

1.(a) Why is TMS used as internal standard reference in NMR spectroscopy?

(b) Why do transition metals form colored complexes?

(c) Define Huckel Rule and give its signihcance.

(d) What is the effect of doping on the band structure of semiconductors.

(e) How can a gas be liquified?
({) Define chromophore. Give two examples.

(g) Why Agl2- complex is stable but AgF2- complex is not.

(h) Which of the following molecules are chiral?
(a) 3-Bromopentane (b) 1,3 -Dibromopentane (c) 3-Methylhex-l-ene (d) cts-1,4-

Dimethylcyclohexane
(i) Assign R or S configuration to the chiral center in each molecule t2l

CHet-HtoH
crtH

CH:

(D (iD (iii) (iv)

(j) Why enthalpy is considered more useful than internal energy in chemical reactions? 121

Section-B
2.(a) Draw molecular orbitals for 1,3-butadiene.

(b) Calculate CFSE and magnetic behavior for the following complexes;

(a) [Co(CN)o]3- (b) d8 Tetrahedral.

(c) Compare the stability of Nz. Nz' and N:2-.

3. Derive quantum mechanical expression for the motion ofa particle in a
give important results from the treatment.

4. Derive expression for rotational energies of diatomic molecule. What type of rotational [8]
spectrum will be obtained and how does the intensity ofthese lines vary?

5.(a) What are the reasons for the deviation of real gases from ideal gas behavior? How were [4]
they modified in Van der Waal's equation?

(b) Explain the different types of intermolecular forces. t4l



Section-C
6.(a) Calculate the cquilibriurri conliillil lirr ritc lcactron. t4]

Sn:' (aii) - Pb (s) ---) Sn is1 I P6:' (aq)at 2ir8 K
(;iven F."(Sn:'/Sn) - -0.1.1 \'. lr"al'br 'Pb) 

:-0. llV
(b) Discuss the cation anil arrion cxchanqs rcsirrs arrd thcir Lrsclirlncss hrr uatcr soltening. t4]

7.(a) What do you understand by electron aflinitl,'? Why the electron af'finity of fluorine is [4]
less thart thal ol' ch ltrlinc.

(b) What is ionization energy'? \\rhy the second ionizalion energy of Na is higher than f4l
magnesium.

8. Explain the following tcrms t8l
(i) Enantiomerism (ii) Diastereomerism (iii) Mesocompounds (iv) Optical activity

9. Explain the mechanisrr of t8]
(i) l-lydration ofalkene (ii) Syl reaction



(b)

A:

ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY
Answer Key

Section-A
l.(a) Why is TMS used as internal standard reference in NMR spectroscopy? t2l

A: ',i) TMS shows sharp peak due to the presence of 12 H atoms which are equivalent.

(ii) TMS is chemically inert
(iii) It is miscible with almost all organic solvents

iiv) TMS has low boiling point (27"C), so it can be removed from a compound easily.

Why do transition metals forn colored complexes? 12]

fhe color of coordination complexes in transition metals arises from electronic

transitions between levels whose spacing corresponds to the wavelengths available in

the visible light. In complexes, these transitions are frequently referred to as d-d

transitions because they involve the orbitals that are mainly d in character (for

:xamples: t2, and e, for the octahedral complexes and e and tz for the tetrahedral

complexes). Complexes that contain metal ions of d0 and dlO electron configuration are

usually colorless while that having dl-de configuration are colored. The colors exhibited

are intimately related to the magnitude of the spacing between these levels, which

iurther depends on factors such as the geometry of the complex, the nature of the

ligands, and the oxidation state of the central metal atom.

Define Huckel Rule and give its significance, l2l
Huckel's rule states that a planar, cyclic, conjugated molecule is aromatic if it contains
,ln * 2 n electrons, where n = 0 or any positive integer.

Huckel's Rule can be used to predict the aromaticity of a compound. For example, the

benzene molecule, which has 3 z bonds or 6 n electrons, is aromatic.

. Numberofrelectrons-4 r +2
o $=!n+)
. n= |

However, 1,3,5,7-cyclooctatetraene, which has 4 r bonds or 8 r electrons, is
nonaromatic as

. Number of zc electrons = 4 n + 2
c $=!n+)
. n= 1.5

What is the effect of doping on the band structure of semiconductors. t2l
'the doping in semiconductors by addition of n-t1pe and p-tlpe semiconductors

impurities show the presence of extra levels, been added by the impurities. In n-type

materials there are electron energy levels near the top of the band gap so that they can

be easily excited into the conduction band. In p-type material, extra holes in the band

gap allow excitation of valence band electrons, leaving mobile holes in the valence

band.

(c,

(d)

A:



t2l(e)

A:

farmi +

P-Type

How can a gas be liquified?
'l'he gases can be converted into Iiquids by bringing its particles closer, which can be

done by either olthe two ways as:

l) by decreasing tempcrature, e.g. Methane gas is processed into LNG by cooling it to

-l6l'c.
2) by increasing pressure.

Define chromophore. Give fwo examples,
Chromophore is defined as a functional group which shows characteristic absorption in
ultra-violet region and which may or may not impart a color to compound. For

example: nitro group and carbonyl group.

Why Agl2- complex is stable but AgF2 complex is not.
Ag'ion is a sofi acid. lts interaction with I ion, soft basc, yields a stable complex

Agl2' whereas its interaction with fI ion, a hard base. yiclds an unstable complex,

AsFr-

Ag' +

Soft acid

l\g

Soft acid

Which of the following molecules are chiral?
(a) 3-Bromopentane (b) I,3-Dibromopentane (c) 3-Methylhex-l -ene (d) cis-1,4-
Dimethylcyclohexane
(b) and (c) because both ofthese molecules contain a chiral centre.

t2l

t2l

(0
A:

(g)

2|'----->
So11 base

2F'

Hard base

Agl,

Stable oomplex

AgFt

Unstable complex

t2)(h)

(i) Assign R or S configuration to the chiral center in each molecule I2l



QHO
H-Q'ou

euroH

(i) (iD (iiD (iv)

A: (i) S (ii) Achiral (iii) R (iv) 25. llS

0) Why enthalpy is considered more useful than internal energy in chemical

reactions?

A: lnternal energy (U) and enthalpl, 1[I) are measured by keeping constant volume and

pressure respectively. Since nlost of reactions occur under attnospheric prcssure' so

enthalp!'is rtore usetirl than inlernal energy in chemical reactions'

Section-B

2.(a) Draw molecular orbitals for l,3-butadiene.

A: l. 1,3-Butadiene contains two double bonds that are conjugated.

2. lt is built fiom 4 sp: hybri4sed C atoms, each contributing a p atomic orbital

containing Ielectron.

-1. A siit of 4 n molecular orbitals are obtained on overlapping of 4 atomic orbitals,

two of which are LJNIOs ancl two are ABMOs

4. 'I'he lowesl energv molccular orbital. n 1. has only constructive interaction and zero

nodes. I{igher in ertergy. but still lower than the isolated p orbitals, the rr2 orbital has

one node but two constructive interactions - thus it is srill a bonding orbital overall.
'I'he fwo antibonding orbitals. zrr* has two nodes and one constructive interaction,

rvhile r.,* has three nodes and zero constructive interactions.

?\,-v
CHr

H-f-on
cr--l-H

CH:
OH

t2l

t4l
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Calculate CFSE and nagnetic behavior for the following complexes;

i. [Co(CN)613-
ii. d8 Tetrahedrat.

A: i. [Co(CN)6]3- CFSE: -24Dq+ 2P; Complex is diamagnetic

ii. d8 Tetrahedral CFSE = -8Dq ; Complex is paramagnetic'

*Students are advised to draw CFS diagrams and then calculate CFSE'

(c) Compare the stability of N2, N2* and N22-.

A: Bond order of N2, Nz* and N22- are 3.0, 2.5 and 2.0 respectively. As Bond order is a

direct measure of its stability, hence the stability decreases in the order Nz > Nz* > Nz2-.

* Students are advised to wdte electronic configurations of all molecules and then

perform bond order calculations using the formula BO = (Nb-Na)/2'

3. Derive quantum mechanical expression for the motion ofa particle in a l-D box.

Also give important results from the treatment.

A: A particle in a l,dimensional box is a common application of a quantum mechanical

model to a simplifred system consisting of a particle moving horizontally within an

infinitely deep well from which it cannot escape. The solutions to the problem give

possible values of E and ythat the particle can possess. E represents allowed energy

values and ryis a wavefunction, which when squared gives us the probability of locating

rhe particle at a certain position within the box at a given energy level'

The potential energy is 0 inside the box (V:0 for O<x<L) and goes to infinity at the

walls of the box (v:o for x<0 or x>L). we assume the walls have infinite potential

energy to ensure that the particle has zero probability of being at the walls or outside

the box.



o

The time-independent Schrddinger

direction with energY E is

L

equation for a particle of mass m moving in one

[2

. h is the reduced Planck Constant where h:W2n

. m is the mass of the Particle

. \r(x) is the stationary time-independent wavefunction

. V(") is the potential energy as a frmction ofposition

o E is the energY, a real number

This equation can be modified for a particle of mass ,?, free to move parallel to the x-

axis with zero potential energy (V = 0 everywhere) resulting in the quantum

mechanical description of free motion in one dimension:

-!ry:h!(t)2m

This equation has been well studied and gives a general solution of:

d(") : .4sin(kr) + B coe(kc)

where A, B, and k are constants.

According to boundary conditions, the probability of finding the particle at x:0 or x=L

is zero. when,x= 0 sin(0):0, and cos(0):1; therefore, B must equal0 to fulfill this

boundary condition

d{*}: Csin{&c}

Differentiatins the wave function wrt x

2m W+rr(r)g(c) =Ef{c)

dfig



# : e'lcc(lnt)

d2$

fu2 - -fr2esin(lsr)

Since y(x) = Asin (kx), then

d21h tD ,

AF 
* -rvt

Solving for k by comparing with the Schrodinger equation, \rye get

, { &rzan1uz*: \_n' /
Putting value of k in wave function

rtrr: ;{ein (*;+"t ) 
*-

'fo determine A, we have to apply the boundary conditions again, i'e V = 0 at x:0 or

x:L. Thus when x:L

o:csin (*T)''" "
This is only true when

f }uzm}"\Uz -
\. r' / 

L:ftv

where n = 1,2,3....Thus we get,

tLTfrh: A*in,7r
'fo determine A, we need to normalize the wavefunction, i.e. the total probability of
finding the particle inside the box is 1, meaning there is no probability ofit being

outside the box.



t{ rb'a* =r
Substituting value of Y we get

A' I -*' (T)sdr: I
Using the solution for this integral fiom an integal table, we find our normalization

constant, A as

,{*

A:

which results in the normalized wavefunction for a particle in a 1-dimensional box:

,fTnn
'p: I t* r "

Solving for E results in the allowed energies for a particle in a box:

- n2h2-":ffi
IMPORTANT RESULTS FROM THIS TREATMENT

1. The energy ofa particle is quantized. This means it can only take on discreet

energy values.

2. The lowest possible energy for a particle is not zero (even at 0 K)' This means

the particle always has some kinetic energy.

3. The square of the wavefunction is related to the probability of finding the

particle in a specific position for a given energy level. The probability changes

with increasing energy of the particle and depends on the position in the box'

However, in classical mechanics, the probability of finding the particle is

independent ofthe energy and the same at all points in the box.

Derive expression for rotational energies of diatomic molecule. What type of [8]

rotational spectrum witl be obtained and how does the intensity of these lines

vary?
Consider a linear rigid diatomic molecule

2

L



11-++t2-------l

The two independent rotations of this molecule are with respect to the two axes

which pass though c and are perpendicular to the "bond length" r. The rotation with

respect to the bond axis is possible only for "classical" objects with large masses. For

quantum objects, a "rotation" with respect to the molecular axis does not correspond to

any change in the molecule as the new configuration is indistinguishable from the old

one.

The center of mass is defined by equating the moments on both segments of the

molecular axis.

mlrr= m2r2

'Ihe moment of inertia is defined by

(1.1)

l: mrrrt + mrr]

: m2r2\ + m(1r2

: tr rz (m, + mr)

= mz (r - rr), (m, + mr) 11 = m2r

(r.2)

(1.3)

Since n, rt = m2r2

'Iherefore,



r, = 
m2r and r, = 

frt' (1.4)
' m, +m, - m1+m2

Substituting the above equation in (1.3), we get

I = 
ffirffiz 12 

= rrr2, p = 
mrm, 

(1.5)

|m, +mr) mt + m2

Where p, the reduced mass is given bY

111
Pmtm2

(1.6)

The rotation of a diatomic is equivalent to a "rotation" of a mass p at a distance of r

from the origin C. The kinetic energy of this rotational motion is K.E. = L2 /2I wherc

L is the angular momentum, Ior where or is the angular (rotational) velocity in

radians/sec.

'Ihe quaatized rotational energy levels for this diatomic are

Er = # rl+1t 0;)

The energy difference between two rotational levels is usually expressed in cm-r. The

wave number corresponding to a given AE is given by

u = trg /hc, cm-r (1.8)

The energy levels r cm-l are therefore,

Er = B J(J+r) where B = #r (1.e)

The rotational energy levels ofa diatomic molecule are shov'n as below



The selection rule for a rotational hansition is,

(1.10)

In addition to this requirement, the molecule has to possess a dipole moment' As a

dipolar molecule rotates, the rotating dipole constitutes the transition dipole operator p.

Molecules such as HCl and CO will show rotational spectra while Hz, Clz and COz will

not. The rotational spectrum will appear as follows

108

From the value ofB obtained from the rotational spectr4 moments of inertia of

molecules I, can be calculated. From the value of I, bond length can be deduced'

5.(a) What are the reasons for the deviation of real gases from ideal gas behavior. How [4]

were they modilied in Van der Waal's equation.

A: A gas which obeys the gas laws and the gas equation PV : nRT strictly at all

iemperatures and pressures is said to be an ideal gas, The molecules of ideal gases are

assumed to be volume less points with no attractive forces between one another. But no

real gas strictly obeys the gas equation at all temperatures and pressures. Deviations

1284B



from ideal behaviour are observed particularly at high pressures or low tempefatures'

'fhe causes of deviations from ideal behaviour may be due to the following two

assumptions of kinetic theory of gases.

t. The volume occupied by gas molecules is negligibly small as compared to the

volume occuPied bY the gas.

2. The forces of attraction between gas molecules are negligible'

The first assumption is valid only at low pressures and high temperature' when the

volume occupied by the gas molecules is negligible as compared to the total volume of

fie gas. But at low temperature or at high pressure, the molecules being in

compressible the volumes of molecules are no more negligible as compared to the total

volume of the gas.

The second assumption is not valid when the pressure is high and temperature is low'

But at high pressure or low temperature when the total volume of gas is small' the

forces of attraction become appreciable and cannot be ignored'

Van der Waals' Equation of State for a Real Gas

1) Volume Correction
WeknowthatforanidealgasP.V=nRT'Nowinarealgasthemolecularvolume
cannot be ignored and therefore let us assume that'b' is the volume excluded (out ofthe

volume of container) for the moving gas molecules per mole of a gas. Therefore due to

n moles ofa gas the volume excluded would be nb. A real gas in a container of volume

V has only available volume of (v - nb) and this can be thought of as an ideal gas in

container of volume (V - nb).

Hence, Ideal volume
Vi : V - nb ..........'..(i)

n = Number of moles of real gas

V : Volume of the gas

b : A constant whose value depends upon the nature ofthe gas

2) Pressure Correction
Let us assume that the real gas exerts a pressure P. The molecules that exert the force

on the container will get attracted by molecules of the immediate layer which are

assumed not to be exerting pressure.

It can be seen that the pressure the real gas exerts would be less than the pressure an

ideal gas would have exerted. The real gas experiences attractions by its molecules in

the reverse direction. Therefore if a real gas exerts a pressure P, then an ideal gas

would exert a pressure equal to P + p 1p is the pressure lost by the gas molecules due to

attractions).

This small pressure p would be directly proportional to the extent of attraction between

the molecules which are hitting the container wall and the molecules which are

attractins these.



Therefore p oc n/v (concenhation of molecules which are hitting the container's *"t), 
,

P x n/v (concentration of molecules which are attracting these molecules) + p o( n-/v-

P = an2lv2 where a is the constant of proportionality which depends on the nature of

gas.

l, high", uulr." of 'a' reflects the increased attraction between gas molecules'

Hence ideal pressure
p; = (p + an2 / V'?) ..............(it

Here,

n = Number of moles of real gas

V : Volume of the gas

a: A constant whose value depends upon the nature of the gas

Substituting the values of ideal volume and ideal pfessure in ideal gas equation i.e.

pV-nRT, the modifred equation is obtained as

(P+ 5)(v - nb) : p61"
vt, '

Explain the different types of intermolecular forces.

There are five types of Intermolecular forces

I . Ion-dipole forces: An ion-dipole interaction occurs between a fully charged ion and

a partially charged dipole. The strength of the ion-dipole force is proportionate to ion

charge. For example; Forces between polar water molecules and a sodium ion'

2. lon-induced dipole forces: An ion-induced dipole interaction occurs between a

fully charged ion and a temporarily charged dipole. The temporary dipole is induced by

the presence of the ion.

3. Dipole-dipole forces: Dipole-dipole interactions are electrostatic interactions

between the permanent dipoles of different molecules. These interactions align the

rnolecules to increase the attraction. An example of a dipole-dipole interaction can be

seen in hydrogen chloride (HCl): the relatively positive end of a polar molecule will

attract the relatively negative end of another HCI molecule. The interaction between the

two dipoles is an attraction rather than full bond because no electrons are shared

berween the two molecules. Hydrogen bonding is also a special case of dipole-dipole

forces.
,1. Dipole-induced dipole forces: A dipole-induced dipole attraction is a weak

attraction that results when a polar molecule induces a dipole in an atom or in a

nonpolar molecule by disturbing the arrangement of electrons in the nonpolar species.

5. London dispersion forces: The London dispersion forces are the weakest

intermolecular forces. These are temporary attractive forces that results when the

electrons in two adjacent atoms occupy positions that make the atoms form temporary

diooles. Because of the constant motion of the electrons, an atom or molecule can

t4l(b)

A:



develop a temporary (instantaneous) dipole when its electrons are distributed

unsymmetrically about the nucleus. A second atom or molecule, in tum, can be

distorted by the appearance of the dipole in the first atom or molecule (because

electrons repel one another) which leads to an electrostatic aftraction between the two

atoms or molecules. This force is sometimes called an induced dipole-induced dipole

attraction.

Section-C

6.(a) Calculate the equilibrium constant for the reaction'

Sn2t (aq) + Pb (s)

civen Eo (sn2+/Sn) = -6.14 n, Eo 1Pb2*lPbl = -n.13 y
A: According to Nemst equation:

Eceu = E""uo- (2.303/nF ) log K

For the given equation:

S.r'* (uq) + Pb (s) 
-t 

Sn (s) + Pb2* (aq)

Eo""n : Eosn2*/sn - Eo pt2*,4b

= -0.14- (-0.13) = -0.01 v
As, at equilibrium, E""1 becomes zero

E"""rr = (0.059/n ) log K

-0.01 : (0.059/2 ) log K

K = 0.4581 .

(b) Discuss the cation and anion exchange resins and their usefulness for water [4]

softening.
A: Ion exchange (IE) is a water treatment method where one or more undesirable

contaminants are removed from water by exchange with another non-objectionable or

less objectionable substance. Both the contaminant and the exchanged substance must

be dissolved and have the same type (+,-) of electrical charge. one example of IE is

the process called '$ater softening."

When contaminants dissolve in water they typically form ions. Ions are electrically

charged portions of a compound. There is a balance of positively and negatively

charged ions in natural waters. When contaminants are dissolved in water, the water is

typically crystal clear. If the water is cloudy or otherwise discolored it is likely that

some, or all, of the contaminants are in a solid form. Solid particles are not intended to

be removed by IE and solids will clog the treatment media.

A water softener at a private home typically has two or thee tanks. The smaller tank

contains the sodium or potassium salt used to regenefate the resin media while the

t41



taller tank(s) contains the purifying media caned a ..cation,, exchange resin. During
normal operations, raw water passes through the ion exchange resin media in the tall
tank. The calcium (Ca++), magnesium (Mg++), iron (Fe++), or manganese (Mn++)
ions in the water are tlpically ..exchanged', for sodium (Na+ .1 or potassi-um 6+ .1 ion.,
which have been temporarily stored in the pores of the resin during the previous
regeneration cycle. In fact, any contaminant ion of valence positive 2 0r greater will be
removed in a water softener. As the softener removes hardness minerals from the
water, sodium or potassium will be given back proportionally.
REGENERATION Eventually the removar capacity of the IE resin becomes exhausted
and the resin will need to be regenerated. The regeneration process typically begins by
a rapid backwashing of the resin to remove fine particles that have been strained out of
the water during the production (i.e. service) portion of the trcatment cycle. This rapid
backwash provides a physical cleaning of the outside of the media, but does not
regenerate the resin's IE contaminant removal capability. As the process continues the
backwash flow rate is significantly reduced and brine (salt dissolved in water) is added
to the backwash flow. The sodium or potassium from the brine permeates the resin
pores and displaces the previously removed contaminants. After approxim ately 20
minutes, the remaining brine along with the concentrated, displaced contaminant ions
are flushed out ofthe resin tank and disposed of into an approved dry well, septic tank,
or sewer. The control valve(s) then retums to the taller tank(s) to the service production
run. In a single tall tank system the system backwashes late in the evening since raw
water would enter the plumbing if there was customer demand. In a more modern
"green" softener there are two treatrnent tanks so that one can be treatins while the
other is backwashed.
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7.(a) What do you understand by electron affinity? Why the electron affinity offluorine is less than that of chlorine.
,' l'.lect'on afiirritl (1...) t;l r'atom or molecule is delincd as the amount or

enerQy t'eleased r""iren iltr electron is acltlecl to a neutriii irlorn or nrolccule in the g.seous
state to ft)rm a negalir,c rr)n.

Xrc *X -.energr
Electron affinity of1)uorine is less than that ofchlorine as lluuriire sits atop chlor.inc rn
the pcrioclic Labl(.. lr]{}si greople c.rpect ir r. hrr,e rhc irighest ereclr.n af}irri^.. but this is
noL ihc case. i-luorirte ir ii slilall altrrr wiih a smail iimourrL of space alailable in its 2p
orbilal llecause ol'tilis. anr ttcrl elecl rn 1r]'i11s t{) attrch to iluorine e-rperienccs lorver.
clcctron afllrritv iionr iiri sii:clrt.)rrs arreaLiv iiving ilr thc ejcmcrlt,s rp or.biral. Sincc
cl'rlolilre's outsfll]ost oi.bital is a 3p orbiral. tlterc is t1t()rc space. ilnd tltc elcclrons ;n thts
o|biLal are inclined to shnre this space n.itrr an e\tra ereclfon. i hererbre. chrrrrine has,
higher eieclron al'finitl Lhan iluorine- and this orbital srrlrelure oauses it ro har,e the
Irighesi elecLron aiiinity ol'ali oi lhe elernct.lts.

(b) what is ionization energy? why thc second ionization energy of Na is higher than
magnesium.

'" 'fhe ionization cnerg\ (t,) is det]ned as the minimunr amount ol'energy required to
remove the most loos..ry bound erectron. the valence electron. of an isolated neutrar
gaseous atom to tbrm a cation. It is quantitatively expressed in symbols as

X,cnerg) -X -e
rvhere X is any atom c,r morecure capabre of being ionizccl. X 

n 
is that atom or morecule

with an electron removed. and e is lhe removed crectron. 'l'his is an endothermic
Drocess.

Sodium has a valency of +l 1y1.'1a11 means it has to lose one electron to get a noble
configuration i.e Ncon's configuration. So after it loses one electron it becomes stabre
and hence more entharpy is required to remove an eleclron from the stable atom hence
the second ionization enthalpl of sodium is grcater than that of Magnesium.

8. Explain the following tcrms
(i) Enantiomerism (ii) Diastereomerism (iii) Mesocompounds (iv) optical activity

A: (i)

14l

t4l

t8l

Enantiomerism:

The relationship betwecn t\!o stereoisomers having morecures that are mirror images of
each other are termed as enenti.mers. The enantiomers have ide'tical chemicar and

physical propertics in

an achiral environmcnl but form different pr.ducts rvhen reacted r.vith other chiral



molecules and exhibit optical activity. The enantiomer that rotates the plane
a beam ofplane polarized light in the clockwise direction is indicated by the prefix (+)-
. or d- or dextro-i thc other enantiomer rotates
iight in a counterclockwise direction and is indicated by the prefix (-)-, or l- or levo-.
(ii) Diastereomerism:

Diastereomers are a type of a stereoisomer which occurs when two or more
stereoisomers ofa compound have different configurations at one or more (but not all)
ofthe equivalent (related) stereocenters and are not mirror images of each other. when
two diastereoisomers differ from each other at only one stereocenter they are epimers.
Each stereocenter gives rise to two different configurations and thus increases the
:rumber of stereoisomers by a factor of two. Diastereomers differ from enantiomers in
that the latter are pairs of stereoisomers that differ in all stereocenters and are therefore

minor images of one another. Enantiomers of a compound with more than one

stereocenter are also diastereomers of the other stereoisomers of that compound tlnt are

not their mirror image. Diastereomers have different physical properties (unlike

enantiomers) and different chemical reactivitv.

{iii) Mesocompounds:

A meso compound or meso isomer is a stereoisomer with an identical or

superimposable mirror image i.e., a non-optically active member of a set

of stereoisomers, at least two of which are optically active. Despite of containing two

or more stereogenic centers, the molecule is not chiral. A meso compound is

superimposable on its mirror image. Two objects can be superposed if all aspects ofthe

objects coincide and it does not produce a "(+)" or "(-)" reading when analyzed with

a polarimeter.

(iv) Optical activity: Optical activity is the rotation of the plane

ofpolarization of linearly polarized light as it travels through certain materials. optical

activity occurs only in chiral materials, those lacking microscopic mirror symmehy.

optical activity can be observed in fluids. This can include gases or solutions of chiral

molecules such as sugars, molecules with helical secondary structure such as some

proteins, and also chiral liquid crystals. It can also be observed in chiral solids such as



9.

ceftain crystals with a rotation between adjacent crystal planes or metamaterials. The
rotation ofthe plane ofpolarization may be either clockwise, to the right (dextrorotary),
or to the left (levorotary) depending on which stereoisomer is present (or dominant).
For example, sucrose and camphor are d-rotary whereas cholesterol is l-rotary. For a
given substance, the angle by which the polarization of light of a specified waverength
is rotated is proportional to the path length through the material and (for a solution)
proportional to its concentration. optical activity is measured using a polarized source
and polarimeter. This is a tool particurarry used in the sugar industry to measure the
sugar concentration of syrup, and generalry in chemistry to measure the concentration
or enantiomeric ratio of chiral molecules in solution.

Relevaat examples are to be given in each case.

Explain the mechanism of
(i) Hydration ofalkene (ii) S1gl reaction
(i) Hydration of alkene

Electrophilic hydration is the opposite of dehydration of alcohols and has useful

application in making alcohols for fuels and reagents for further reactions. The addition

of water to an alkene in the presence of a catalltic amount of strong acid leads to the

development of alcohols. This reaction continues via a standard carbocation

mechanism and trails the Markovnikov rule.

t8l
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An alkene located in an aqueous non-nucleophilic strong acid immediately ranges out

with its double bond and attacks one of the acid's hydrogen atoms (meanwhile, the

bond between oxygen and hydrogen executes heterolytic cleavage near the oxygen-in
other words, both electrons from the oxygen/hydrogen single bond move onto the

cxygen atom.

A carbocation is made on the original alkene in the more-substituted position, where

the oxygen end of water assaults with its four non-bonded valence electrons. After

the oxygen atom forms its third bond with the more-substituted carbon, it develops a

rositive charge. The bond between the hydrogen and the oxygen undergoes heterolytic

cleavage, and both the electrons from the bond move onto the oxygen. The now

negatively-charged strong acid picks up the electrophilic hydrogen. Now that the

reaction is complete, the non-nucleophilic strong acid is restored as a catalyst and an

alcohol forms on the most substituted carbon of the Drcsent alkane. At lower

temperatures, more alcohol product can be made.

?n= ,nc-?-o\ o +

CH: H
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(ii) Slrl reaction:

The SNI reaction is a unimorecular nucleophilic substitution reaction in organic
chemistry' Thus, the mte equation is often reveared as having first-order dependence
on electrophile and zero-order dependence on nucreophile. This affiliation holds for
situations where the amount of nucleophile is much larger than that of the carbocation
rntermediate. Instead, the rate equation may be more accurately pronounced
using steady-state kinetics. The reaction involves a carbocation intermediate and is
commonly seen in reactions of secondary or tertiary alkyr halides under strongly basic
conditions or, under strongly acidic conditions, with secondary or tertiary alcohols.
with primary aad secondary alkyl halides, the altemative s12 reaction occurs. This
reaction does not rest much on the strength of the nucleophile unlike the Sy2
rnechaaism. This type of mechanism includes two steps. The first step is the reversible
ionization of Alkyl halide in the existence of aqueous acetone or an aqueous ethyr
alcohol. This step provides a carbocation as an intermediate. In the second step this
carbocation is attacked by the nucleophile to form the product.
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Reaction Coordinate

This S11 reaction takes place in three steps:

In first step, there is Formation of a tert-bltyl carbocation by separation of a leaving

group from the carbon atom which one is a slow ald reversible step. In the second step,

there is nucleophilic attack and the carbocation reacts with the nucleophile. If
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the nucleophile is a neutral molecule (solvent) then a third step is required to complete
the reaction. When the solvent is water, the intermediate is an oxonium ion. This
reaction step is fast. In the deprotonation, the removal of a proton on
fte protonated nucleophile by water acting as a base giving alcohol and a hydronium
ion.



Annexure-A

Instructions for Paper-Setter in physics Course in B. Tech. First year
(For course codes BTpHlOl-l8 To BTPHl0T_lg)

A. Scope

1. The question papers sl.rould be prepared strictly in accordance with the prescribed
syllabus and pattern ofquestion paper of the University.

3.

2. The question paper should cover the entire syllabus uniformly with proper distribution
and Weightage of marks for each question or a part thereof.

The language of questions should be simple, direct, and documented clearly and
unequivocally so that the candidates may have no difficurty in appreciating the scope
and purpose of the queslions. The length ofthe expected answer should be specified as
far as possible in the question itself.

The distribution of marks to each question/answer should be indicated in the question
paper properly.

Type and difficulty level of question papers

Questions should be framed in such a way as to tesl the students inte igent grasp of
broad principles and understanding ofthe applied aspects ofthe subject. Tie we"ighiage
ofthe marks as per the difficulty level of the question paper shall be as follows:

i) Easy question 30%

ii) Average questions 50%

iii) Difficult questions 20%

The numerical content ofthe question paper should be upto 25yo.

Format of question paper

Subject title. Subjecrcode. Mcode, and paper-lD should be mentioned properly.
The question paper rvill consist ofthree sections: Sections_A, B and C.
Section-A is COMPULSORY consisting of TEN SHORT questions carrying two
marks each (total 20 ma_rks) cor.ering the entire syllabus.
The Section-B consisis ofFOUR questions ofeight marks each covering the entire
Part-A of syllabus.
The section-c consists of FOLIR questions ofeight marks each covering the entire
Part-B of syllabus.

1.

2.

6.

5.

Atternpt any frve questions from Section-ts and Section_C, selecting at ieast rwo
questions frorn each of the two sections.

4.

B.

C.

1.

2.
3.

4.



Roll No. in Figures
lTotal No. of Questiinr fTotal No. of Pages: 03]

B. Tech. (2018 Onwards) (Sem._1.2)
MECHANICS OF SOLIDS

MCODE:[...... ]
Subject Code: BTPH101-18

PaperID: [........]

fTime allowed: 03 hours]

INSTRUCTION TO THE CANDIDATES:

lMax. marks: 601

1. Section-A is COMpULSORy consisting of TEN questions canying two markseach.

SECTION B & C have FOUR questiorrs each.

Attempt any five questions from section-B and section_c, selecting at leasttwo questions from each of the two sections.

,

nnnn()ru^L-It

N/m. Find the

1.

Section-A

Write briefly:

(a) Why a.rea is taken as a vector quantity?
(b) What are conservative and non _conservative forces?
(c) Prove that V.(V x .41: O

(d) What are transverse waves? Give example.
(e) A ma,ss of 1.2 Kg is attached to a spring of stifness constant 30natural frequency.

(f) Which physical quantity is represented by the product of moment of inertia
a"ngular velocity'/

(g) Explain the concept of torque.
(h) State the expression for the kinetic energy of rotation of a body.
(i) What is limiting friction.
(j) State the Generalized Hooke s law.

I2 x 10:20Ma_rks]



Section-B

2. a) Prove that a central force is negative gradient of scalar potential.
b) The.forc-c acting on a particle ito,rg i-u*is i" gi";;;;;, r..(r) : 11r.2 _ Brr. Firid tireexpression for the potential energy of particle.

5.

4.

J.

[ 5+3-8 N{arks]

a) Prove that i d, and 4! are orthogonal vectors.
b) Calcuiate tho volume of a parallelopipcd formed l_rv the vectors:
A : zi - Jj + tii, E : si + Ij _ 4L,i : s; _ zj i ii . "

[4+4- 8 N,{arks]

Discuss the theory of forced harmr.rnic oscillations. Explain it from the physical consider-
ation when the frequency of forced vibrations is same as the externar fbrce.

[8 lv{arks]

a) Explain thc following attenuation coefflcicnts: Logarithmic rlecrcment, Rclaxation time.
and Quality factor for a damped oscillating system.
b) The amplitude of an oscillator of frequency 200 per seconds fall to 1/10 of initial value
alter 2000 cvcles. Calculate its relaxation timc.

15+3:8 Marks]

Section-C

ti. Wrat is morrlcnt of inertia? Derive the expression for a moment of inertia of a rcctargular
lamina about its diagonal as the principle axis.

7.

[8 Marks]

a) State the theorem of parallel axes of moment of inertia.
b) Four solid spheres cach of dianreter yB cm a'tl nzss 0.5 kg are placed with their centrc
at the corners of the square of side 4cm. The moment of inertia of the system about the
diagonal of the square is ,ly' x 10-a kgm2. Evaluate ly'.

14+4:8 lvlarks]

a) Explairr thc conccpt of stress and strain in onc dimensiou using the graph.
b) A nylon string has a diameter of 2 mm, pulled by a force of 100 \. Determine the stress.
c) A cord has original length .f 100 cm is pulled by a force. The change in length of the
cord is 2 rrrnr. Dctermirre the strain.

d.

14+2+2:8 NIarks]



9. a) Define the terms: angle cif fricrtion and angle of rcpose. Shorv that angle of frictior rs

eclual to angle of repose.

h) A pick-trp tnrck carrying a loacl of mass 150 kg ac'cclcratcs fron some traffic lights at
1.4ms '. Find the smallest possible r.'alue cif thc coefficient iif friction if thc load does rrot
sliP

f4+,1 -8 N1arks



Roll No. in Figures

lTotal \o. of Questi6ris- lTotal No. of Pages: 02]

R. Tech (2018 0nwards) (Scrn._l,2)
OPTICS AND IVIODERN PHYSICS

MCODE: [ ....]
Subjcct Code; BTPH102-18

PaperID: l. ... .... ]

[Time allowed: 03 hours]

INSTRUCTION TO THE CANDIDATES:

flvlax. marks: 60]

Section-A is COMPULSORY consisting of TEN questions caruying two marks
each.

SECTION B & C have FOUR questions each.

Attempt any five questions from Section-B and Section_C, selecting at least
two questions from each of the two sections.

Section-A

1. Write briefly:

(a) Explain briefly the phenomena of resonance.

(b) A mass of 1.0 Kg is attached to a spring of stiffness constant 25 h-/m. Find the
natural frequency.

(c) Explain the phenomena of total internal reflection.
(d) What happens when the number of lines on a grating is increased./
(c) Write a short notc on population invcrsion.

(f) Wrat do you undcrstand try thc wavc,particle dualityl
(g) calculatc the de Broglic *'avelcrrgth associated with a crcctro' surrjoctcd to a po-

tential diference of 1.5kV.

(h) State Bloch's theorem for perioclic s1,stem.

(i) Define densit."- of states

(j) What are Fermi energy and Fermi level.?

1.

2.

3.

i2x10:20Marks]



4.

5.

3.

z.

Section-B

What is a daurpcrl ha,rnrorric oscillatiotrs'? Solvt:
r:onditiols firr the or.r:r' darnping. critic.al damping,

its diflcrcutial cqnatiol and tlistuss
arrd ulder-damping actiolr.

8 \{arks]

does sharpness ofzr) Disruss lxiefly thr: theorl cf frrrced harmonic oscillatiiins. Hol.
ra',natr( n rlop"rrd-,,rr Ilrc Llrlrrpilrg.

b) A Lrxlv ol rlass 0.01 kg cxccLrtc sirrylc harnrolit: rrrotior rvitf amplitutlc 3 x ]0 21r
and tirrre pr:riocl 2 seccilds. Calculate the total energv tif particles.

1,1+4-8 \{arksl

a) State thc pr-inciple of interference. Explain the r.ariorrs types of jnterft rence.
b) Explain how fhe fring.es are formerl in lbung's double slit experiment.

14+a:3 14ur1"1

Explain thc .ronstructjotr, u.'r,rkirrg. anrl encrgv level diagram of a Rubv l:rscr.

18 \{arks

Sectior-C

ti. a) What is group vtlocity and pher-se velocit]'? Derive the rclationship bet.iveel the trvo.
b) Nornalise ihe v"avefunctions f (r) : Arsin (ff) of a particle irr a box of length l.
Sltow that thev rrre orthogonal.

8.

L'l F 4:8 \'[arks]

a)Durivc thc cxprcssiorrs lbr titrrc-rlcpcldrrlt lorrn of Schriidirrgcr cqtation.
b) calculatc the l'avciength of a iliermal neuiron at 27'C. assuming that lhc energr. of
a particle :rt atisolute tcmperature is of the order of ar. lvhere a is Boltzmanrr constant.

t4 1-.1 -8 \'ltarks]

a) Explain the ter-ms: clrilt vekrcity alri rclaxation tirrre in Drude model.
b)Find the relaxation tirne cif cruduction eiectr'rr in a metal ,f resistivitv 1.54 x 10-Ef)m.
if thc mctal has 5.8 x 1()28 r'ondrrctiorr r:lcctronlrlii.

I r.1 I \larks

9. Explairr the salient featrrrcs of qlrantum free-elec:tron theory. Discuss thc Kronig-penrr1.
uLoclel lirr thc motion of an electron in a perioclir: potential.

'8 
N larksl
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[Total No. of Questions: 09] [Total No. of Pages: 02]

B. Tech (2018 Onwards) (Sem. )
Electromagnetism

M Code:[.....]
Subject Code: BTPH-f03-18

Paper ID: t l

[Time allowed: 03 hours] [Max. marks:60]

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CAI\IDIDATES:

l Section-A is COMPULSORy consisting of TEN questions carrying two
marks each.

2. SECTION B & C have FOUR questions each.

3. Attempt any live questions from Sections-B and Section_C, selecting at
least two questions from each of the two sections.

Section-A

I . Write Briefly

(a) Mention the physical significance ofdivergence ofelectrostatic field.

(b) Write Maxwell,s equations in integral fbrm for vacuum.

(c) What is lamellar vecror field? Give example.

(d) Find the consrant ,a, so thar the vector E = t@) + j(y + 4x) + ft@) is

solenoidal.

(e) What is Uniqueness theorem?

(f) Which type of magnetic material is used in the electromagnet and why?
(g) Draw the B-H curve for soft and hard magnetic materials.

(h) State the significance ofcontinuity equation.

(i) Dillerentiate between circular and elliptical polarization.

O If E@,D = 100 cos(100r + S0) k!,identify the amplitude, frequency, phase

constant and the wavelength.

[2 x l0 = 20 Marks]



Section-B

2. What is a dipole? Determine the electrostatic field and potentiai due a dipole.

Derive and discuss the boundary conditions for magnetic field.

a)'fhevectormagneticpotentiai,Aduetoadirectcurrentinaconductorinfreespaceisgiven

by i = (xz + yz)ftWb/m2. Determine the magnetic field produced by the current element at

( | .2.3).

b) Determine the magnetic field due to a bar magnet.

5. a) Derive the Poisson's and Laplace's equations for electrostatic potential. What is the

signifi cance of these equations? [3+r]
b) If a potentiaf Y = x2yz+ [y32, i) find A so that Laplace's equarion is sarisfied. ii) with rhe

value ofA, determine eiectric fieid at (2,1--1).

Section-C

6. a) Derive and discuss the Poynting theorem. t6l

b) Finci the conduction and displacement cirrrent densitles in a naterial having conductivrty of 10=,

S/m and e, = 2.5 if the electric field in the material is E = 5 x 10-6sin(9 x l0rt)V/m.

I2l

7. a) Why there was need to modi$, Ampere's circuital law? What was the modification? [:t]

b) In free spac", F = 1000 sin (ot - 10x) A/m in z direction. Find B, E and displacement
curent density. t4l

8. What is the significance of reflection and transmission coefficients? Derive the reflection and
transmission coefficients for reflection and transmission of electromagnetic waves from a non-
conducting medium -vacuutl interface for normal incidence. [2+6]

9. what is meant by uniform plane wave? Derive wave equation for electromagnetic wave in terms of
electric field and rnagnetic fieid in conducting medium. [2+6]

[1+7]

t8l3.

4.

t4l

t4l
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B. Tech (2018 Onwards) (Sem.-l,2)
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Subject Code: BTPHl 04-1 8

PaperlD: [ ]

[Time allowed: 03 hours]

INSTRUCTION TO THE CANDIDATES:

[Total No. of Pages: 02]

[Max. marks: 60]

1. section-A is coMPULSoRY consisting of rEN questions carrying two marks
each.

2. SECTION B & C have FOUR questions each.

3. Attempt any five questions from section-B and section-c, selecting at least
two questions from each of the two sections.

Section-A

'1 . Write briefly:

_ (a) Differentiate between direct and indirect band gap materials?
(b) Define population inversion in Lasers.
(c) State Bloch's theorem for periodic system.
(d) What are salient features of free electron theorv?
(e) What is exciton in semiconductors?
(0 State limitations of Drude model.
(g) Which property of the material can be measured using Hot point probe?
(h) How can a resistivity of any semiconductor material be measured?
(i) Calculate the number of donor atoms per m3 of n type material having resistivity

of 0.25 Ohm-m, the mobility of electron is 0.3 m2Als.
(j) What is implied by negative effective mass?

[2X10 = 20 Marks]

Section-B

2. a) Describe of limitations of free electron model in describing electronic properties of
the materials?

r$



4.

b) Fermi velocity of electron is cesium metal is 0.73x106 m/s. calculate its Fermienergy and Fermi temperature.

[4+4=6 1Y1"r*.,

3. Explain origin of the band gap in solids using Kronig_penny model?

[8 Marks]

why Fermi lever is important in semiconductors? How does the fermi rever varies inintrinsic n and p type semiconductors with temperaturei

[8 Marks]
a) Mobilities of erectron and hores in a sampre of inkinsic Ge at 300K are 0.36 and
9. 

1 5.^?(:., respectivety. tf the_ resistivity of ihe specimen is 2.12 Ohmm, 
""f 

.rl"tethe forbidden energy gap for Ge.
b).Explain the process of formation of holes in a semiconductor using a suitableschematic diagram?

[5+3=6 171"'.*tt

Section-C

1l Fiql"ll the concept of absorption, spontaneous emissron, and stimutated
emrsston In Lasers.
b) Explain the electric pumping mechanism in a semiconductor laser.

[4+4=8 Marks]

Discuss the Fermi golden rure for describing opticar hansitions in semiconductors
when an erectromagnetic wave is propagating'through the semiconductor.

[8 Marks]
a) Describe one method for measuring divergence and waverength of right.
b) write a short note on four probe metroo t6r measurement of hall mo6ilitv.

[+*+=6 14"*',
a) How the van der Pauw Method can be used for measuring the resistivity and theHall coefficient of a samole.
b) Which physical parameters can be measured from voltage_current
characteristics?

[6+2=8 Marks]

8.

o
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[Time allowed: 03 hours]

INSTRUCTION TO THE CANDIDATES:

[Max. marks: 60]

1' Section'A is coMpuLSoRy consisting of rEN questions carrying two markseach.

SECTION B & G have FOUR questions each.

Attempt lf y fiv-e questions-from section-B and section-c, serecting at reasttwo questions from each of the two sections. 
- ---'

Section-A

1. Write briefty:
(a) Differentiate between direct and indirect band gap materials?(b) Define population inversion in Lasers.
(c) State Bloch's theorem for periodic system.
(d) What are salient features of free electron theory?
(e) What is exciton in semiconductors?
(f) State limitations of Drude model.
(g) which property of the materiar can be measured using Hot point probe?
lll l"y can a.resistivity of any semiconductor material be measured?(r, uarcurate the number of 

.donor atoms per m3 0f n type materiar having resistivityof 0.25 Ohm-m, the mobility of electron is O.e ,lnr..
fi) What is implied by negative effective ,"..?- ' ' -'

l2X.tO = 20 Marksl

Section-B

, 
?l"Oi,';"".iili,of 

timitations of free etectron modet in describing etectronic properties of

2.

3.



4.

R

o

b) Fermi velocity of electron is cesium metal is 0.73x106 mis. calculate its Fermi
energy and Fermi temperature.

[4+4=8 Marks]

j Explain origin of the band gap in solids using Kronig-penny model?

[8 Marks]

why Fermi level is important in semiconductors? How does the fermi level varies in
intrinsic n and p type semiconductors with temperature?

[8 Marks]

a) Mobilities of electron and holes in a sample of intrinsic Ge at 300K are 0.36 and
0.15m2Ns, respectively. lf the resistivity of the specimen is2.12 Ohm rn, calculate
the forbidden energy gap for Ge.
b) Explain the process of formation of holes in a semiconductor using a suitable
schematic diagram?

[5+3=8 Marks]

Section-C

6. a) Explain the concept of population inversion and simulation emission in Lasers.
b) Write a short note on the characteristics of a Semiconductor light emitting diodes.

[4+4=8 Marks]

7. a) Explain the working principle and characteristics of a photovoltaic.
b) What are the various types of semiconductor photo detectors?

[4+4=8 Marks]

a) Describe one method for measuring divergence and wavelength of light.
b) Write a short note on four probe method for measurement of hall mobility.

[4+4=g P1"t*t'

a) How the van der Pauw Method can be used for measuring the resistivity and the
Hall coefficient of a material?
b) Which physical parameters can be measured from voltage-current
characteristics?

[6+2=8 Marks]



Roll No. in Figures

fTotal No. of Questions: 09 fTotal No. of Pagcs: 02]

R. Tech (2018 Onwards) (Sem.-1,2)
OPTICS AND ELECTROMAGNETISM

It{CODE: 1........1
Subject Code: BTPH106-18

PapcrID; [. ..... .. ]

lTime allowcd: 03 hours]

INSTRUCTION TO THE CANDIDATES:

[Ma-x. marks: 60]

Section-A is COMPULSORY consisting of TEN questions carrying two marks
each.

SECTION B & C have FOUR questions each.

Attempt any five questions from Section-B and Section-C, selecting at least
two questions from each of the two sections.

Section-A

1. Write briefly:

1

2.

3.

(a)

(b)

(")

(..1)

(c.l

(f)

(e)

(h)

(i)

(i)

What do you mean by double refraction?

The refractive index of a polarizer is 1.54. Fincl the polarization angle.

What happens when the nrrmber of lines on a grating is increa.sed?

Discuss thc necessary condition for optical fibre communication.

Write a slrc,rl nutt orr populatiorr irl.crsiorr.

Explain briefly the Uncertainty principle.

Ca,lculate the de Broglie wavelength associated with a electron subjected to
tential difference of 1.5kV.

Write a short note on dielectric polarization.

Distinguish between the paramagnetic and ferromagnetic material?
Draw thc B-H crrrvc for soft and hard nagnctic matcrials.

a po-

12x10:20Marks]



6.

9.

8.

7.

Section-B

a) Discuss the phenomena of Fraunhofier difiraction due to a single slit.
b) A screen is places Scm away from a narrow slit, find the slit width if the first minima
lies 5 rlrrr ol either side of the central nrirrimurn n'hen liglrt of lvavelength ) : 5 x 10-5
cm is incident on the slit.

[4+4:8 Marks]

Explain thc term polarization and Brewster's law. Show that whcn light is incident at
the polarization angle. the reflected and refracted rays are at right angle to each other.

l8 Marksl

a) Derive the expression for Acceptance angle and Numerical aperture in an optical fibre.
b) calculate the numerical aperture for optical libre given the refractive index of core
and cladding are 1.45 and 1.43. respectively.

14+4:8 Marksl

Explain the construction. rvorking, and energy lcvel diagram of a He-Ne lascr.

18 Marksl

Section-C

a) Derive the electro-magnetic wave equation in the free space.
b) Show that the electro-magnetic waves travel with velocity of light in free space.

[4+4:a Marks]

a) why there was rreed to rnodify Ampere's circuital law? what was the rnodification'/
b)In free 

"pu"", -F : 1000 sin(r,,'t - 10r) A/m along z-axis. Finrt d. E and displacemcnt
current density.

[4+4:8 Marks]

a) What is group velocity and phase velocity? Derive the relationship between the two.
b) calculate the de Broglie wavelength associated with a electron subjecteti to a potential
dillerence of 1.SkV.

14+4:8 Marks]

a) Derivc thc exprcssion for encrgv eigcn 
"ahre 

and cigcn functions for a particle confincd
in one dimensional box. b) Normalise the wavefunctions dr(r) : N sin (ff) of a particle
in a box of length tr.

[4+ 4: 8 Marksj
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[Total No. of Questions: [Total No. of Pages: 02]

B. Tech (2018 Onwards) (Sem.-1,2)
INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICS IN BIOTECHNOLOGY

MCODE:[........]
Subject Code: BTPH 1 07-1 8

PaperlD: [ ]

[Time allowed: 03 hours]

INSTRUCTION TO THE CANDIDATES:

[Max. marks: 60]

1 . Section-A is COMPULSORY consisting of TEN questions carrying two marks each.

SECTION B & C have FOUR questions each.

Attempt any five questions from Section-B and Section-C, selecting at least two
questions from each of the two sections.

Section-A

r. Write briefly:
(a) Define population inversion in Lasers.
(b) Difference between Diamagnetic and paramagnetic materials.
(c) Calculate the numerical aperture of step index fiber with core of refractive index of

1 .5 and a cladding of refractive index 1 .48?
(d) The magnetic susceptibility of medium is 9.48x10-s. Calculate the relative

permeability.
(e) What are type I and Type-ll supercond uctors?
(f) Differentiate between hard and soft magnetic materials.
(S) Why are ultrasonic waves no audible to humans?
(h) Why light shows a dual wave particle nature?
(i) Find the shortest wavelength present in the radiation from an x-ray machine

whose accelerating potential is 50,000V.
(j) What is effect of electron confinement in nanomaterials?

12X10 = 20 Marksl



Section-B

2.{Calculate the refractive index of core and cladding material of fiber from the
following data: NA= 0.30 and A = 0.02.
b) What is pulse dispersion? Differentiate between the step-index and graded-index
multimode fiber.

[4+4=8 Marks]

3 a) What is Meissner effect? Show that superconductors are
perfectdiamag nets.
b) Give a qualitative explanation of the BCS theory of superconductors.

[4+4=6 1t4"t*"'

4. a) What is the origin of magnetism and explain Magnetic anisotropy?
b) The critical field for Nb is 1x105 A/m at BK and 2x105 tum at 0K. Calculate the
transition temDerature of the element.

[5+3=8 Marks]

5. Explain the construction, working, and energy level diagram of He-Ne laser.

[8 Marks]

Section-C

6. a) Differentiate between continuous and characteristic X-rays.
b) Describe doppler principle and how it can be used in the medical instruments.

[4+4=8 Marks]

7. a) Discuss the necessary condition for X-rays diffraction and obtain the Bragg's law.
b) Calculate the longest wavelength, that can be analyzed by a rock-salt crystal of .

spacing d = 2.88 A in the first order.

15+3=8 Marks]

8. a) Describe Compton effect and its physical significance.
b) What are the factors on which the energy of the emitted photoelectron depends?

[4+4=8 Marks]

9. a) Differentiate between the top-down and bottom-up approach for synthesis of
nanomaterials.
b) Describe qualitatively the concept of quantum well and quantum dot.

[4+4=8 Marks]



INSTRUCTIONS F'OR TIIE EXAMINAR FOR SETTING QIJESTION PAPER FORB.TECH I"t SEMESTf,,R, 2018

1.The written exam will be of subjective type and total of60 marks
2.The duration ofthe exam will be ofthree Hours.

3. There should be three sections in alr and contain nine questions as per the following
instructions:

a) section-A is compulsory and should contain l0 question of two marks each. This
section should cover whole syllabus uniformly.

b) section-B should contain total four questions. Two questions from uni.-l and two
from Unit-II. Each question should be of eight marks. euestion may cary two
subparts of four marks each.

c) section-c should contain total four questions. Two questions from UnifIII and two
from Unit-IV. Each question should be of eight marks. euestion may carry two
subparts of four marks each.

Students shall be asked to attempt any five questions from Section-B and section-c.
selecting at least two questions from each ofthe two Sections.



[Total No. ofQuestions: 09] [Total No' of Pages: 02]

Uni' Roll No' 
course: B'Tech'

Sem. - l"
Name of Subject: Engineering Mathematics-I

Subject Code: BTAMlOl -1 8

Time Allowed: O3llours 
" Max' Marks: 60

NOTE:

1) Section-A is comPulsory

2\ Attempt any five q""tii"* ft"t Section-B and Section-C' selecting at least two questions

from each section'

3) Any missing data may be assumed appropriately'

Section-A[Marks: 02 each]

(a) Veriff Roll's theorem for the tunction /(x) = cot(]) * f -l' rf

(b) Define improper integral of the first kind

, xe'-loe(l+x)
(c) Evaluate tj4----7-

(d) tfu= r+/ 
and v=tan-rx+tan ry' nna 9{''9'

\-, .. - l_xv d(x,yl

24

1e; Evaluate JJ(v + eY )dxdy.

il *."* ,---,- 1
(f) Evaluate Il [rJr' -r'drlde-*r I l
(g) Define orthogonal matrix'

(h)Statetheconditionsintermsofrankofcoeff.matrixandrankofaugmentedmatrixfora

uniquesolution,nosolutionandinfinitenoofsolutionsforasystemofalinearequations'

(i) Discuss the convergence ofthe sequence {a,}where "'=+

O State De-Alembert' s Ratio Test for the convergence of the series'

Section-B [Marks: 08 each (04 for each sub part if any)l 
f ll

Q.2 (a) State Lagrange's mean value theorem and veriff for the function f(x)= x(x-1)(x- 2)inl0';l

(b) Expand e' sin y in power ofx and y as far as terms ofthird degree'

Q.l

Page I of2



Q3. (a) Find the volume ofthe solid generared by the ellipse{ + { =1. o, t be the major axis.

(b) Evaluare the improper integrat i_ a_. ilit exists.r^2x-x''

Q'4 Find the minimum varue of x2 + y' + zt given that ryz = a3 by usinglagrange,s method of
undetermined multipliers.

r ,4:F Jr_,, "rQ.5 (a) Evatuate f f l" I

r J J 
_t=___:______ 

^: 
u:urttr ,o o o t/(t_.r- _y.)_2"

(b) By double integration, find the area lying inside the circle r = asin d and the cardioidr = a(l _ cos d)

Section_C [Marks: 0g each (04 for each sub part if any)]
Ir z t1

Q.6 (a) Verifu Cayley-Hamiliton Theorem for the matri x A: | 2 4 5l
L3 5 6l

It q 5 I
(b) Find the rank of the matrixl: | 2 6 8 |

lz t zz)'
Q.7 Find the eigen value and eigen vectors of the following matrix:

l_z 2 _3j
lz ,_ul
l--, -, o j

Q.S (a) Test for the convergence of rhe s"rt"r, 1 * 4 * f * # *

(b)Tesr forthe convergence of the,".i"r, fr*;fi***

Q9. Test the convergence ofthe following series:

,,2x.3'x2 43 x3 5n xo'-t* 3l *-4t *_J!*............**

Page 2 of 2



Total Number of Questions: 05

Time: 03 Hours

B.Tech. (2018 Onwards)
English

M. Code:.,.......
Subject Code: BTHU-I0l-lS

Paper lD:.,......

M. Marks: 60

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES:
1. All questions are COMpULSORY.
2. Question 1, 2 and 3 carrying TEN marks each.r. uuestion 4 and 5 carrying FIFTEEN marks each.

Q'' Discuss in detair the different types of words and word-formation processes in Engrish. (10)

Q'2 Given below is an extract of Bajaj's letter to Nehru. ldentify the varied cohesive devicesemproved in this paragraph foflowed bv a re-writing of the para *i;t ;;;;;iarternatecohesive devices. (10)

whatever the sins of Bakshi Ghulam Mohammed, it must be said in fairness to him that he is makingsupreme efforts to keep Kashmir with India. lt can be done through force but the wiser course wourd be todo so with free wifl of the state peopre. Not much effort has to be made to secure the support of theHindus for the purpose, but it is not easy to have the goodwitt ot Muslims. Despite the repressive policy
Yhigl h" has been pursuing all these years ano wiftr-whicrr I am in total disagreement, I think Bakshisahib is sincerely anxious to make the Kashmir Muslims appreciate that integration with India rs morebeneficial to them than accession to Pakistan. For this endeavour he deserves praise of the patrioticHindus and not brickbats as are time and again hurled at him.

Q.3 Read the passage and answer the question that follow:

1 In spite of arr the honours that were heaped upon him, pasteur, as has been said, remained simpre atheart Perhaps the imagery of his boyhood days, when teorew tt'e familiar scenes of his birthplace, andnurtured the longing to be a great irtist nevei wnorry r"tt nir In truth he oio [ecorne-a'gieat artist,though after his sixteenth vear he. abandoned the brush ior"*r. r_irc-"uer,, irtiJi"i'*"rti,"i,'" put niswhole sout and energy into his work, ano irwii ilt 
"itiv'irr,!',.-gy- 

that in the end wore him out. For to him,each sutferer was something more than just a case in"t *5i to be cured He rooked upon the fightagainst hydrophobia as a battle, and he was absorbld in'triioetermination to win. ltre si{n'i of injuredchildren, particularly, moved him to an indescribable 
""t"ni. 

tie suffered with his patientsl and yet hewoutd not denv himserf a rh"'" 
,f ilr"!-:1ff:ring uis gieiteJ grief was *n"" st'""r'pnvsi"zr l*n"rrtionmade him give up his active work. He retired toihe esiate at viieneuveEfang, where he had his Kennetsfor the study of rabies, and there ie passed his rast summei, as ni" gr""t bi,i;p'h; vlir5i d"oo,, n",said, "practicing the Gospel virtues.-

2 "He revered the faith of his fathers," says the same writer, ,,and wished without ostentation or mystery toreceive its aid during his last period."

3 The attitude of this man to the science he had done so much to perfect can be best summed up in asentence that he is reputed once to have uttereo, conceining tte miteriari;, 
'"t-','".v 

or ni.contemporaries in simirar branches..of tearning to his b*"';in" more I contemprate the mysteries ofNature, the more my faith becomes tite tnat oti peai"ntJ;" "'



4 But even then in retirement 
l:.r?"-"^1.1: see his former pupirs, and it was then he wourd reiterate his rifeiiJfiii'n,H:ffi SHJJ:^*' 

'n"u"i 
"""."1o-*oii.rs5'i,"rr had he kept this precept thiihe besan

5 Finarfy on september 27. 1gg,5, when someone reant over hrs bed to offer him a cup of mirk, he saidsadty: "r cannot," and with a toot< ot perfeci resig;il;;il;";*, s.eer.ngd to fa, asreep. He never agarn

l5iff$i!:?::;xllffilnil1,:T,Tli:"":.1*#'^Hil he had done .o 
';;;'to;,i;ue and to

6-rhus passed, as simprv as ; 
"-ili,;, 

t#;;"ffiJfii,lJf,.ff"1il"opre were to vore ar a prebiscrte as rhePff:::t#:i*1"i;ince had ever produced. t'lapoteon, wno has arways been considered the idor or

7 No greater tribute could havr
peace]the p"ti"ni*oit", toii,r"r??fi 

o"'o to Louis Pasteur, the tanne/s son, the scientist, the man of

1.1 Answer the following questions :
a' tsven accorades and honours.did not.change the simpre man that pasteur was. why? (3 markrb. How did pasteur view those who sutfered iro, oi.Lj!ij'ri'"" (z mark)c. How did France, the countrv ot t is 

'olrtt 
iioniuri'n'[1-iJ"t 

""i"ntst? 
(2 marks)

1'2 Find_^the words from the passage which mean the same as: 3 marksa. I o gtve up (para 1)

?. 5::pl" betonging ro the same period (para 3lc. vote by the people of the couniry to OetiOe a matter of nationat importance (para 6)

Q.4 Write an essay in about 500 words on Indian society at cross roads. (15)

Q'5 A company based in chennai is.looking to open a branch in a region around Delhi. The cEo of thecompany has met you, and w€nts your company to takaup research for the best possibre rocatron inIrli"iX'31;,"t'J; iX'ri:l:d,IgY 
to 

"uir'.i"'"iiio-"lfions: 
parioauao, cursaon, Jaipur, Noida,

number or.unio'. ."n"!!,..roo?j""""ffi:X1"",.:j"ir:,F::l_4.ii.:en-"ty;*:ir:l;* lUwourd be shifted to nei rocation wi.r theii tam-irie]s,'v#"u" need to find out whether tne newIocation has afl the reouired tacirities 
'to-i 

th-em:'-d;Jn*tir., 
_workiife barance and/or busrness

i""r';i?Hilliila conrusins aomain ioilou. i;;o'* i; iilw tne cororaries, desisn a short report
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Max' Marks: 60

Timc: 3 hrs.

Instructions to Candidates:

l. Section A is compulsory consisting of ten Cucs.tiols carrying TWO marks each'

2. Section B & c havc -';;i;": 
*:n ":'^'r:"l 

Lt(lllr marks cach

3. Attempt any live o""sicl"" ""t 
Section B& C' selecting at least two from cach

section'

SI.]CTION.A

l. Writc brieflY:
a. What is arr algorithm?

b. l'ist vartous tnput and outptlt dcvices'

c. What is thc signilicancc of operating system')

d. WhY switch statcrncrrt is uscd?

e.Writedowntncsyntaxol'tunctiondec|aratiotralsogivcanexamp|e.
i. Draw block diagram of a computer system'

g. t)iftercntiatc syntax al]d logical crrorc'

h. C'omputc lnc binary ccluivalerrt of 357'

i. | 'ist itrmPing statcmcl'tts'

j. Write down tlrc synrax of clse-il ladder'

k. Ditlcrentiatc RAM and ROM'

stl,c'l'loN-B

2. l.ist and explalrl strrng library- llnctiorrs in dctail'

f,. Write the lollowing Pfograms

a. l'o determinc whethcl a number is palindronrc'

b. l'o compute trallsposc of a matrix'

.1. Dill'ercntiatc call by valuc and call by rcl'crcnce r'vitlr programming cxample'

5. Writc a program to scat'ch an clcmcl'lt fiorn a list of nutnhers'

SI],CTION.C

6.Whatdoyoumcanbylecursion.}civeprograrnmirrgillustrationtorcpresenttheconcept
of recursion'

7. Wfite a program ro sort i] list of nuntbers using buhblc sofl lncthod'

8. F.xplain the ibllorving opcrtrtors rlitlt example

a. Rclational

b. Conditional

c. l,ogical

d. Arithmctic

9. Explain the cotlccpt ofarrav ofstruclure with progranrnling illustration'



SAh4PLE - ouEs rroN fAfEa BrEE-lol-18

[Total no of questions:09]

University Roll No.:
[Total no. of pages: 02]

programme/Course: B. Tech All Branches {semester: 1/2)
Name of the Subject: Basic Electrical Engineering

Subject code: BTEE-101_18

Paper lD: XXXXXX

Time Allowed: 3 Hours Max Marks: 60
NOTE:

1) Section-A is compulsory
2) Attempt any four questions from Section-B and any two questions from section -c
3) Any missing data may be assumed appropriately

Section-A

Q1. a) Find R"q for the circuit
shown:

IMarks:02 each]

4Q

b, ln an inductor of t henry, charge is flowing at the rate of g coulombs/sec. What is the
energy stored in it?

Sketch the current and voltage waveform of:
i=lsinfutt-60")
v=Vcos(@t+30")

State the Superposition theorem.

State how the LV and HV windings are placed in a core type transformer.

A 5-pole induction motor of fed from 5OHz supply and it is runnin- at S,jO rpm. Find the
synchronous speed and slip.

What is a single-phase induction motor not self-starting?

What are the main constructional parts of a alternator/synchronous generator?

What is the purpose of using a fuse in and electric circuit?

Why is it essential to provide earthing of electrical appliances?

d)

e)

f)

c)

h)

i)

i)

2

2

z

2



Section-B

C2. Using mesh analysis find the
Curr€nl lt Iz 6nd ls

15V

Q5. Write a note on DC-DC buck boost converter.

Q6. Write a detailed not on types of wires and cables.

Section-C

Q7. (a) Define Thevenin,s
theorem.

(b) Find the Thevenin
Equivalent circuit. Fino
the current through R.
when its value is 6
ohm. 3? V

Derive the voltage current rerationship in (a) star connection (b) Derta connection 5
A single phase, 23ov/lrov,50 Hz transformer takes an inprt of 350-volt ampere at no load 5
while working at rated vortage. The core ross in 110 w. Find the working component of no-
load current, magnetizing component of no load current and no_roao power.

IMarks:05 each]

6{}

lMarks:l0 each (05 for each sub-part, if anyl

2

I2

43.

Q4.

5

J

10Q8.

Q9.

3. t,z

Discuss the torque-slip characteristic of a 3-phase induction motor and its three modes of
oDeration.

A current of o'9A flows through a series combination of a resistor of 120 o and a capacitor
of reactance 250 Q. Find:

(i) lmpedance
(ii) Power factor
(iii) Supply voltage
(iv) Voltage across resistor
(v) Voltage across capacitor
(vi) Apparent power
(vii) Actual power
(viii) Reactive power

to

(rl )I
tz

:*:* * * a '|:t.t 't '. 't,t
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